Denpasar
Bali’s sprawling, chaotic capital is the island’s population hub. Look for museums and monuments, plus vibrant shopping and eating.

Kerobokan & Canggu
Villas and surfer guesthouses mingle with rice fields and fine dining. Beaches range from lonely to trendy; the waves here are bigger than further south.

Sanur
Combines Balinese style with a thriving expat community. The quiet beach is perfect for families too mature for Kuta.

Kuta & Legian Beaches
Bali’s chaotic heart of mass tourism has squawking vendors and sweaty clubs all jammed in tight against a legendary beach.

Seminyak
Streets lined with designer boutiques and shops of every sort: oodles of good restaurants, and the beach is never far away.

Ulu Watu
Pocket-sized white-sand beaches sit in coves below cliffs. Bamboo cafes cater to surfers and their fans.

East Bali
In the shadow of Gunung Agung, Bali’s most important volcano, enjoy black-sand beaches, historic sights and impossibly green vistas.

Nusa Dua & Tanjung Benoa
Fronted by a reef-protected beach, Nusa Dua is a gated top-end resort world, while Tanjung Benoa caters to midrange groups.

Ubud
Bali’s cultural heart is an alluring mix of creative boutiques, spas and cultural performances.

Kuta & Legian
Bali’s chaotic heart of mass tourism has squawking vendors and sweaty clubs all jammed in tight against a legendary beach.

Jimbaran
A low-key bay and beach; the action is at the famous fish market and dozens of beachside grilled-seafood joints.

Ulu Watu
Pocket-sized white-sand beaches sit in coves below cliffs. Bamboo cafes cater to surfers and their fans.
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